
Past Continuous Passive Form

Name: Date: __/__/20__

The odds kept coming down in mankind's favor, yet ships
__________________.
1.

(lose)were being lost

He used it over and over again for an hour or so in the hope that the house
____________________.
2.

(watch)was being watched

Nail after nail ___________________ with confidence and dispatch.3.
(drive)

was being driven

Much as he himself had contemplated breaking off relations, it gave him
quite a shock to hear that he ______________________.
4.

(dismiss)was being dismissed

A moment later and the men in khaki _______________________.5.
(present)

were being presented

By this time we had ceased to pay much attention to Turkish orders, unless
we saw that actual preparations __________________ to carry them out.
6.

(make)
were being made

He turned away and wandered about the garden; yet he could not refrain
from returning to the spot where the dog ___________________.
7.

(bury)was being buried

The devil's comedy ___________________ daily on the stock-exchange.8.
(play)

was being played

He felt he ___________________ of the last chance of making return and
proving his manhood to the man who had given up his life to him.
9.

(rob)
was being robbed

The crimson velvet dress ___________________ for the last time when a
letter was handed to Mary Ann.
10.

(fit)
was being fitted

Young reader, I shall not weary you by relating every little circumstance
which occurred during the time that the bridge ________________________.
11.

(construct)
was being constructed
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It made an enormous amount of talk, and unhappy individuals
______________________ all over the country, and sent on to New York for
identification.

12.

(arrest)
were being arrested

A conviction that humbled him to the dust ___________________ on him.13.
(force)

was being forced

Horses ___________________ out of the shafts, men were running to
and fro with a lantern.
14.

(take)
were being taken

Slowly the tent flaps ___________________ back.15. (draw)were being drawn

He wanted enough light to spot the prison where the boys
__________________.
16.

(hold)were being held

Children with bare legs ____________________ into compartments.17.
(haul)

were being hauled

She feared that her sense of justice _____________________.18. (violate)was being violated

Warrants ____________________ for a number of others.19. (issue)were being issued

All night long the tents ____________________, and the army was in
commotion.
20.

(strike)
were being struck
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